
 
 

See Kreitz Oval Track Parts  
 Display in BUILDING Y 

CARLISLE RACE CAR FLEA MARKET 

SALE ENDS DECEMBER 31st, 2020 

Saturday, November 7, 2020 at 6 am 

Carlisle Fairgrounds – Carlisle PA 17013 

Enter Fairgrounds at Gate 3 off K Street 

KREITZ WILL BE SELLING ONLY ON                                               
Saturday, November 7th at 6 am In BUILDING Y 

Save Time – Preorder and Prepay – Order will be Ready and Waiting 

KREITZ OVAL TRACK PARTS 
RACE CAR FLEA MARKET and OPEN HOUSE 

Saturday, November 28, 2020 at 7 am 
Parking, Flea Market, and Open House Starting at 7 am 

Rain or Shine All Types of Race Cars 

NO CHARGE TO SELLERS and BUYERS 

Positively NO Dealers or Vendors – NO Collectibles, Tools, New Racing Items, etc. 

785 Fritztown Road, Sinking Spring, PA 19608 

(For GPS – put in Reading, PA 19608) Phone 610-678-5325  

Email: kreitzovaltrack@msn.com 

Our Lowest Prices of the Year – Many Unadvertised Specials 

 

 



WINTERS PRO ELIMINATOR REAR 

WINTERS OPTIONS FOR ALL REARS 
4:12 ring & pinion   $26 
Internal Coupler  $75 

Titanium lower shaft (saves 1 1/2 lb.)   $285   
Lightweight axle   (saves 3 lbs.)   $39  

Ultralite axle   (saves 8 lbs.)  $315   
(Comes with axle nuts & floating rotor mount) 

Swivel splined coupler   $165    
EDM ring gear  (saves 1 lb.)   $199  

Titanium side bell studs  (saves 1 lb.)   $139 
Titanium bolt kit   (saves 1 lb.)  $285  

REM ring & pinion   $99  
Low drag axle bearings  $95    
Big bearing gear cover  $49  

Titanium Shifter Shaft (saves 1/2 lb.)  $99 
EDM Ring Gear V8-10   $369 
Ground ring & pinion  $135 
ARP Ring Gear Bolts   $40 

 

The newest and most durable of the V8 rears. Somehow Winters kept this rear light, 
while making many improvements. The V8-10 is a full 10 lbs. lighter than the Pro  

Eliminator. It accepts the same length driveshaft and torque tube as the Pro Eliminator, 
so it’s very easy to swap back and forth between rears. The newly redesigned center is 
bigger to hold more oil. The breather was moved to the left side and positioned in a way 
to restrict the oil from coming out of the breather. The V8-10 did keep all the advantages 

the Outlaw V8 had, like the smaller ring & pinion which accelerates & decelerates 
quicker.  Internal 10-10 coupler included at no cost. Price in any additional options you 

prefer from the list below.             $1799.99 
 

WINTERS OUTLAW  V8-10  REAR 

WINTERS COMPETITION ELIMINATOR REAR 
All new redesigned rear features a ground ring and pinion. This is a first for the 

sprint car industry. The full radius ground teeth increase the strength of the ring and 
pinion and the teeth are also resistant to pitting, which is normally a common prob-
lem. The ground surface and the better contact pattern between the teeth on the 

ring gear and the teeth on the pinion, make this the most efficient 10” ring and 
pinion ever offered. This all magnesium rear is 2 pounds lighter than the  

Pro Eliminator rear. The redesigned center now features a 6-bolt gear cover for 
faster gear changes. The gear cover is billet instead of cast and an o’ring replaces 
the gasket for a better seal. Even the breather was looked at, as it was moved from 
the right side to the left side to prevent oil from blowing out. Price in any additional 

options you prefer from the list below.       $1399.99 
 
 

DMI  BULLDOG XR-1  REAR 

All mag rear. Center is guaranteed for 5 years.  Standard rear includes lightweight 
aluminum long splined axle, pinion posi-locknut, o’ringed aluminum gear cover, heat 
treated lower shaft, Timken pinion bearings, breather installed, shifter cable bracket 

installed, 3 quarts gear oil, torque tube studs, internal 10-10 coupler & 4:86 or  
4:12 ring & pinion.  Price in any additional options you prefer from the list below.       

 $1755 

DMI BULLDOG XR-1, XR-2 Or XR-3 REAR OPTIONS 
       Black thermal coating   $145     

                 EDM ring gear  (saves 1 lb.)  $145   
          Titanium lower shaft  ( saves 1 1/2 lbs. )  $120  

      REM ring & pinion   $115   
            Titanium bolt kit   ( saves 1 lb.)  $360  

Winters style swivel coupler   $80 
DMI style swivel coupler   $150 

Ultralite Axle  (saves 3 lbs.)   $120 
Titanium sidebell studs   (saves 1 lb.)  $240 

DMI BULLDOG XR-2 REAR 

The XR-2 saves 6 1/2 lbs. over the XR-1. The XR-2 utilizes the same dependable ring 
& pinion as the XR-1. Pinion support is increased by the redesigned casting. A built in 

pinion reservoir increases oil capacity over a standard rear. Other features include 
o’ringed aluminum gear cover, heat treated lower shaft, Timken pinion bearings, 

breather assembly installed, shifter cable bracket installed, 3– qts. Gear oil, torque tube 
studs, 4:86 or 4:12 ring & pinion. Price in any additional options you prefer 

 from the list below.      $1785 

Comes standard with black thermal coating,  
heavy-duty magnesium center section, heavy-duty front jackshaft bearing, steel front 
bearing liner, aluminum long splined axle, pinion roller bearing, pinion posi-locknut, 

external 10-10 coupler and 4:86 ring & pinion. Price in any additional options you prefer 
from the list below.      $1215 

DMI BULLDOG XR-3 REAR 
The newest of the Bulldog rears features an 8” 4:12 ring & pinion that saves 2 1/2 lbs. 
rotating weight. Cooling fins reduce rear temperature while adding strength. A unique 

jack pad provides a safe place to jack the rear up.   
While this rear is durable, it is 2 lbs. Lighter than XR-1.  

Price in any additional options you prefer from the list below.      $1860 

This rear works 
well in a 410, 360, 

358, or 305 

This rear works 
well in a 410, 360, 

358, or 305 

This rear can work 
in a 410, but is 

best for 360, 358, 
or 305 

This rear works 
well in a 410, 360, 

358, or 305 

This rear works 
well in a 410, 360, 

358, or 305 

This rear is for a 
360, 358, or 305 

 

This new 305 rear features a 6 bolt gear cover for faster gear changes vs. the 10 bolt 
on the old 305 rear. The old 305 rear was 18 lbs. lighter than the Pro Eliminator rear 

and this new rear is another few pounds lighter. Only available with 4:12 ring and 
pinion. Comes with internal coupler at no extra cost. Price in any additional options 

you prefer from the list below. $1799.99 

NEW WINTERS COMPETITION K305-10-6 

Actual Picture of 
Rear Not Available 

at time of Print 

For 305 or 500HP 
Class Only 



KIRKEY CONTAINMENT SEAT 

This seat is designed for the short track racer, who wants 
the added safety of a containment seat at a price they can 
afford. This seat is lighter, stronger, and has more features 
than any seat in its class. The bottom is contoured for com-
fort, has a right side leg extension built-in, while left side is 

cutback for easy entry-exit. Designed to fit all head and neck 
restraint systems.  Comes complete with cover. 

 
Available sizes are 14”, 15”, 16”,17”.    $769 

18” Seat     $789 
 

TITANIUM SEAT BOLTS 
Large Flat Head 

These bolts have a large flat head. The large head 
works like a washer to hold the seat securely in place. 
The thin flat head design keeps the bolts from digging 
in your back, which is a real plus if you’re the driver! 

1”          $9                    
1 1/2”    $10 
2”          $12 
2 1/2”    $14 
3”          $16 

1 1/4”     $9                    
1 3/4”     $11 
2” 1/4”    $13 
2  3/4”    $15 
3” 1/4”    $17 

SEALED WATERPROOF MAGNETO SWITCH 
Totally sealed magneto switch. We've all had a switch go 

bad and ruin our night. It usually is caused by water  
getting into the switch from washing the car. This sealed 
weatherproof switch helps to eliminate that problem. It 

costs about double of a regular switch, but that’s a lot less 
than it will cost you if you have a problem at the track. 

Two styles available. Single pole style to be used without 
an oil light. Double pole style to be used with an oil light. 

Single Pole Style        $25  
Double Pole Style       $30 

BILLET MSD, TACH, KILL SWITCH PLATE 
The plate is awesome. It can mount an MSD box, a 
tach, and a kill switch. It’s machined out of a billet 

plate, which makes it really strong while the 
 extensive machining makes it light. The plate is 

black anodized and mounts with 2 dzus buttons. All 
mounting holes are pre-drilled and radiused.   

 $85 

DIGITAL GAUGE PANEL 

New digital water temp and oil pressure gauges, These 
new gauges are small and light and very easy to read. 
They have a bright blue readout and are waterproof.   

Built-in warning lights will change color at your desired    
setting. Comes Complete with a Small Rechargeable 

Battery and Charger.  $385 

STANDARD GAUGE  PANEL  

Completely wired and ready to dzus into your dash.  
$145 

 SMALLER GAUGE PANELS 
These  gauge panels are the smallest you’ll find. The 
dzus buttons are top and bottom, instead of left and 

right. This enabled the plate to be a lot shorter. While 
being lighter, the biggest advantage is, the smaller 

size will fit almost anywhere and the gauges are still 
full size 2 5/8”. Ready to dzus into your dash. 

 
$149 

 GAUGE PANEL WITH OIL LIGHT 

Complete gauge panel includes water temp gauge, 
oil pressure gauge, aluminum tee fitting for oil line, 
oil light, oil light switch, 9-volt battery & holder, dzus 

buttons & springs. $190 
 

Aluminum Panel With Oil Light & Ignition Switch  
 $199 

TRICK WATER TEMP GAUGE 

This water temp gauge has a 
more flexible steel braid lead 
which won’t break as easy as 

other ones. Easy-to-read silver 
face with black numbers.  
Check out the great price!    

 $49 ea. 
Buy 2    $45 ea. 
Buy 3    $42 ea. 

We used these gauges on our 410 car all year at 
Williams Grove. We had no problems with them, but 
when they do go bad I’d rather spend $45 for a water 

temp gauge than $125!!!   

OIL PRESSURE GAUGE  
Easy-to-read silver face with 

 black numbers. Matches with trick 
water temp gauge.   $39 ea. 

 
Buy 2  $35 ea.      Buy 3  $32 ea.   

 SPRINT GAUGES 
These gauges were made especially for the vibra-

tions from a sprint car. They are pressed into a 
shockproof rubber boot. This holds the gauges se-
curely in the panel. No bracket is needed and there 

are no threaded studs to get in the way. They will not 
fog up like other gauges.  

Oil Pressure Gauge   $45 ea.  
   Water Temperature Gauge   $75 ea. 

     

GLOW-IN-THE-DARK  GAUGES 
Oil Pressure      $89 ea.           

 Water Temperature    $129 

OIL PRESSURE WARNING LITE KIT 
Self contained kit powered by a 9-volt battery.  
Light automatically goes on when oil pressure 

drops to 20psi. This whole kit takes up very little 
room & installs in minutes. What makes this kit 

different from others, is that it is pre-wired, & ready 
to install when you get it. Complete kit includes 

switch, sending unit, brass tee fitting, warning light, 
9-volt battery, battery holder,  

& pop rivets.     $35 



BLACK TI W-LINK 
This black ti w-link is beautiful. Comes with fully  

radiused black straps and black ti bolts.  
You won’t find a nicer one!  

 
$149 

BLACK TI FRONT AXLE BOLT KIT 
This bolt kit is beyond nice. First off, bolts and nuts 

are black titanium and have a 9/16 head. Most  
front axle brackets are coined (dished in) and 

 that makes it very hard to tighten or loosen 3/4 
headed bolts and nuts. The bolts have a washer 
built into the head which sits in that recess in the 
bracket. This allows you to get on the head of the 
bolt easily. The bolts have a nice shoulder and are 

the exact right length. The titanium nuts have a 
nylon locknut built into them so they stay tight and 

you can reuse them. 
 

6 Piece Black Ti Front Axle Bolt Kit $49 

BLACK TI RADIUS ROD BOLT KIT 
All bolts and nuts are black titanium with 9/16 
heads. Kit includes 5 – 1/2 x 2-5/8 bolts for 

 radius rods to frame and 1 – 1/2 x 2-5/8 for sway 
bar to frame, and 3 – 1/2 x 1-1/4 bolts for front axle 

with 3 titanium jet nuts.  $139 

BLACK TI RADIUS ROD BOLT KIT FOR 
TETHERS 

This kit features all black 9/16” head titanium bolts 
with 2 longer bolts for 2020 front axle tethers. Kit 

includes 3 – ½” x 2-5/8” bolts for 2 rear radius rods 
to frame and 1 front rod to frame, 2 – ½” x 3-3/8” 

bolts for 2 front rods with tethers, 1 – ½” x 2-5/8” bolt 
for sway bar to frame, 3 – ½” x 1-1/4” bolts for rods 

to front axle with 3 titanium locknuts. 
 Tether Radius Rod Bolt Kit $145 

BLACK TI SHOCK PIN KIT 
This black ti shock pin kit looks awesome! Includes 2 
pins for a threaded front axle, 2 rear arm pins, 2 – 2” 

grip pins for rear top shock mount, and 2 – 2-3/4” 
grip pins for top front mount. Only available in one 

nut style at this time.  
 

8 Piece Shock Pin Kit $189 

BLACK TI TOP PLATE BOLT KIT 
Black ti bolt kit for top plate in fuel tank. 
Looks awesome in any top plate! $39 

BLACK TITANIUM STOPS 
When customers see these, their first words are WOW! 

These are definitely the nicest titanium stops we’ve seen. 
Adjuster bolt is black titanium and has a recessed  
shoulder to prevent threads from mushrooming. 

 Pinch bolt is black titanium also.  
Available for a midget and 600 also. $105 each, Buy 4 $99 

BLACK TITANIUM LOCKNUTS 
1/2” Black titanium nylon locknuts with 9/16 head.  

Sold in packs of 2 or 10 nuts.  
2 Pack $11      10 Pack $50 

BLACK TITANIUM  
STEERING ARM BOLTS 

Black titanium bolts for right front steering arm.  
Bolts come drilled for wiring and have a 9/16 head  

and built in washer.  
Pack of 2   $25 

BLACK TI STEERING 
ARM/PITMAN ARM 

BOLT 
Flat buttonhead style bolt 

works great in steering arm 
or pitman arm.  

$16 each 

BLACK TI CALIPER BRACKET BOLTS 
These bolts are for the left front steering arm/caliper 

bracket. 2 – ½” x 2” Countersunk Allen Bolts  
$29.95 for 2 

BLACK TI STOP ADJUSTER 
Black ti 9/16 head stop adjuster bolt. Matching black ti 

9/16 head nut also available.  
Bolt $12       Nut $5 



 

#12 FUEL FILTER 
#12 Billet Inline Fuel Filter. Large 

cleanable stainless steel element is 
designed to prevent any debris from 
getting into your fuel pump. Included 
is a trick magnetic ring on the inlet 

side to catch any metal before it gets 
into the filter. Anodized black to  

prevent corrosion.  $110 

ULTRALITE FUEL FILTER CLAMP 
Black billet cnc construction, wide gripping 
force, and countersunk allen bolt for easy 

tightening. All the outer edges are fully 
radiused to reduce weight by 20%.  

Will work on any 2” fuel filter.  
$25 

FUEL FILTER WITH SHUTOFF 
This fuel filter from King will obsolete all other filters. 
First the shutoff is a real aid if you’re working on the 
fuel system. The shutoff has a stop both ways, so 

you’ll know when it’s on and you’ll know when it’s off. 
Second is the cleanable stainless steel element. This 
should last a long time and if for some reason you do 
mess one up elements are available. Third the black 

anodized finish looks great and adds a layer of  
protection against the alcohol.   $149 

 #6 INJECTOR FILTER 
This #6 filter is made to go between fuel pump and 

barrel valve. It is designed to catch small particles so 
they don’t clog your nozzles. What makes this filter 

different from others, is that it has a big outside  
diameter. Actually same size as a #12 filter but shorter. 
This helps to take the air bubbles out of alcohol and not 

effect the fuel pressure in your system.   $70   

CLAMP ON FUEL TANK MOUNTS 
A lot of times the upper fuel tank mounts that are 

welded on the frame just don’t seem to line up with the 
tank. These beautiful black anodized mounts make it 
easy to mount any tank. They clamp on so you can 

move them to any width or angle you need. $49 

“Y” FUEL RETURN 
This compact “Y” is a clean and 

easy way to plumb your fuel system  
back to the tank. The special “Y” 

design doesn’t restrict the fuel flow.  
The two #6 ends are precisely 

machined for optimum fuel flow into 
the #8 return.   $29 

KING FUEL BLOCK 
The most popular fuel block 
used on the Outlaw circuit. 

Black anodized and has  
2– holes for mounting. Comes 

complete with all fittings.  
$93 

FUEL SAFE TANKS     Complete assemblies 

KING WATERMAN 
FUEL SHUTOFF 

Waterman-style fuel shutoff by 
King. This black anodized shutoff 
fits steering gear locators with tab. 

Made in the USA.  $85 

WATERMAN STYLE FUEL SHUTOFF 
Two things that are different & cool with this shutoff. First 

is the notched, finger-grip handle. This lets you turn it 
easier. Second the shutoff is engraved with on/off. This 
makes it easy for you, crew members, or safety crew to 

shut fuel on or off. Fits mounts with tabs.   $105 

FUEL BLOCK MOUNT 
 

The easiest way to mount your  
hi-speed, secondary, and main 

bypass. 
$35 

BILLET TOP FUEL 
TANK PLATE 

Comes with screw-on cap 
which is raised up off plate 
so that when you take cap 

off dirt doesn't fall in. 
$125 

ATL FUEL TANKS 
These  fuel tanks are the lightest you’ll find. There are 
two  different styles in the 28 gallon size. One style is 

a direct replacement  for the Fuel Safe  28 gallon tank. 
This ATL complete tank assembly is 5 lbs. lighter.   

The other style is a Karl Kinser designed tank. This 
design has a wider and bigger bottom to keep the fuel 
lower. Because it’s wider the bottom mounting holes 

are on the front instead of on the sides. You must 
 weld two tabs on the torsion tubes to mount this tank. 

The Kinser style complete assembly is 8 lbs lighter. 
This tank comes in a white natural finish. The Fuel 

Safe style comes in black. All complete tanks include 
the lightest bladders available, which are also  

repairable, super tough seamless tank, and new style 
top plate with thread on cap. Baffle option picks up fuel 
down to 1-2 gal. Surge tank picks up fuel down to less 

than 1/2 gal. 
 

28 Gallon Fuel Safe Style   $1899 
28 Gallon Kinser Style        $1860   
33 Gallon Fuel Safe Style   $2140 
33 Gallon KK Style              $2199 

For Baffle Add      $79 
Surge Tank Add    $379 

FUEL SAFE TANKS  
Complete Assemblies New lighter, more  

flexible bladders. 28 Gallon Tank holds 28 1/2 to 29 
gallons. 30 Gallon Tank holds 31 1/2 to 32 gallons. New 
bladder saves 2 to 3 lbs. and comes with baffle for free. 

 
25 Gallon  Complete   $2140 
28 Gallon  Complete   $2295 
30 Gallon Complete    $2330   
33 Gallon Complete    $2425  

WATERMAN  
FUEL SHUTOFF 

 
High quality anodized fuel 
shutoff. Fits steering gear 

locators with tab. $115 

 KING FUEL SHUTOFF 
High quality black anodized fuel shutoff. Made to  
fit steering gear locators with square - type fuel  

shutoff mount. If possible it’s best to replace shutoffs 
every year to prevent leaks from 
 corrosiveness of alcohol.  $65 

 VITON PLATE GASKET 

We finally found a gasket 
for the top plate on a fuel 
tank that is worth a darn! 
Constructed of Viton, it’s  
made to last and reuse. 

 
$35 

SALDANA TANKS  
28 Gallon  Complete   $1795 

28 Gallon Complete with Baffle  $1850 
28 Gallon Complete with Collector  $2190 

Get yours before the upcoming  
price increase. 

WEATHER STATION            
This is the easiest way to tune 

your engine to the weather. Get 
the most out of your engine 
every night, all season long. 

This all-in-one electronic 
weather station utilizes highly 

precise digital sensors to detect 
even the smallest changes in 

atmospheric conditions that will 
impact your tuning.               

$485 



BRAKE MAN F1 PAD 
FOR STEEL ROTORS 

 
Holy Cow $30 ea. 
Buy 4      $28 ea. 

3-HOLE FRONT PADS 
The 3-hole front pads will work on 3-hole or 

1-hole front calipers. 

SMALL INBOARD BRAKE PADS 
Fits Small Inboard Calipers with bridge bolts. 

 WILWOOD SMALL INBOARD & DYNAPRO 
BRAKE  PADS  

Fits bridge bolt & e-clip calipers. 

FOR STEEL ROTORS 
 

BP40   $30 ea.   
Buy 4  $28 ea. 

 

LARGE INBOARD BRAKE PADS 
FOR STEEL ROTORS 

Holy Cow  $55 ea.         Buy 4 $53  ea. 
 

Front    $26 ea.  
  Buy 4 $25 ea. 

 
Left rear-right rear     $38 ea. 

Buy 4 $36 ea. 
 

Featherlite Inboard     $39 ea. 
Buy 4 $38 ea. 

 

FOR ALUMINUM ROTORS 
Purple aluminum  $17 ea.  

Buy 4 $16 ea. 
Q Aluminum  $19 ea. 

Buy 4 $18 ea. 
FOR STEEL ROTORS 

BP40  $20 ea.         Buy 4 $19 ea. 
Holy Cow  $30 ea.   Buy 4 $28 ea. 
Titanium  $21 ea.     Buy 4 $19 ea. 

FOR STEEL ROTORS 
 

 Holy Cow  $37 ea. 
Buy 4  $35 ea. 

 

BRIDGE BOLT LARGE INBOARD  
FOR STEEL ROTORS 

    Holy Cow   $55 ea.             Buy 4 $53 ea.   
BP40    $37 ea.              Buy 4 $34 ea. 

RED DEVIL PADS 

BRAKE PAD TIP 
If you have a solid pedal, but the car doesn’t stop, it’s 

usually the brake pads. Old pads are like old tires, 
they just don’t grip as good as the new ones. 

MASTER CYLINDER TIP 
If you're having trouble with the brake pedal not staying 
firm, it’s usually the master cylinder. Unfortunately they 

just don’t last as long as they used to. 

 WILWOOD BLACK COMPACT  
MASTER CYLINDER KIT 

We put one of these shorter master cylinders on our 
car  to get more leg room on the left side. We weren’t 
having any issues with our brakes at that time. The 

brake pedal was much firmer, and the car stopped so 
much better with this master cylinder than any other 

we’ve tried. Also the spring inside this master  
cylinder is stronger than others. We did not have to 
use a return spring and most customers replied the 
same. Available with 1/8 pipe outlet in back to hook 

your lines into.      
7/8 ” or 1”  $75           15/16”  $80 

 

RESIDUAL VALVES 

Residual valves keep a small amount 
of pressure in the brake system. This 
basically helps to take free play out of 
the brake pedal and give you a firmer 
pedal quicker. They’re not all made 

the same, and these are the best ones 
we could find. One end is male to 

screw right into master cylinder , the 
other end is female. Available in either 

#3 thread or 1/8” pipe.   $29 

POWER BRAKE BLEEDER 
With the power bleeder , one 

person can easily and effectively 
bleed the brakes. The power 

bleeder uses pressurized brake 
fluid to force air and  

contamination out of your lines. 
You’ll get all the air out of your 
system the first time you bleed. 
No need to re-bleed. With the 

built-in hand pump, no air com-
pressor is needed. Comes with 

threaded cap to screw onto 
Wilwood or Tilton master  
cylinder reservoir.  $55     

BRAKE FLUID 
 

Wilwood 600 plus  - 16.9 oz. $18 
 

BRAKE FLUID TIP 
If you have good brakes to start and they fade during 
the race, it’s usually the brake fluid. After every race 
bleeding the brakes will get the old fluid out of the 

caliper, and let the new fluid in that’s in the brakeline. 

OUTLAW ALUMINUM BRAKELINE QUICK 
DISCONNECT 

Weighs only 1 oz. and is about 2 1/2” flare to flare.  
Anodized to prevent corrosion.  $95 
Buy 2- $93 ea.     Buy 3- $92 ea. 

BRAKE PAD TECH 
BP40 is best Wilwood pad for steel rotors. Holy cow pad is most aggressive, bites hard when cold and doesn’t fade. Purple aluminum pad is most aggressive 

pad  for aluminum rotors. Q Aluminum pad is easier on aluminum rotors. 

WILWOOD STAINLESS 
BRAKE PADS 

LF– LR—RR  $22 ea. 
 

Buy 4  $21 ea. 
 

BRAIDED 
BRAKELINE KIT 

Our  kit uses steel braided line  in place of hard line. 
With the hard line you have to worry about the flares 

cracking and breaking off, rocks nicking & cutting the line 
also. We track tested this with no problems. This kit 

comes complete with all lines & fittings.  
 We’ve always had good brakes with #3 lines with 

 residual valve. For 2017 we wanted to test the #2 lines. 
We have a firmer pedal and were able to take the  

residual valve off. We have better brakes with the #2 vs. 
the #3 lines and with no residual valve, the car rolls 
easier. Caution this does not work as good with the 

Kevlar lines as it does work with the steel braided lines.  
The #3 line kit is black braided. The #2 kit is 

stainless braided. 
#2 or #3 Kit  -  $115        Buy 2 or more $110 ea 

BRAKE PEDAL 
 

Sturdy chromoly pedal to 
reduce flexing. Black  

powdercoat finish.  
Fits raised rail frame.  

  
$59 

 
 

HEEL RISER 
Comes with holes  

predrilled to rivet to floor. 
Non–skid pad on top. 

 1 1/8”      $22  
1 1/2”       $22 

 
CARBON FIBER 

 1 1/2” 
$49 

SOFTER PAD FOR  
SA/STAINLESS ROTORS 

After 1 yr. of track testing, we have a softer pad 
available that has more grip and stops better for 

SA/stainless rotors. 
$30 ea.    Buy 4 $28 ea. 



WINTERS ALUMINUM FRONT HUBS 

Available in Gold, Black, or Silver anodized. Complete 
set of hubs.   $239 Set 

This kit consists of the best and lightest components 
available. Includes 2-1/2” black or chrome front axle, 2  
titanium spindles,  2-titanium kingpins, kingpin bearing 

kit , polished steering arms, black steel tie rod,  
2 – 1/2 x 5/8 FK steel heims, 2 aluminum jam nuts, 

complete set of Winters gold or black hubs, polished 
caliper bracket, and caliper bracket bolts. $925     

With Black Components  $975 
LW Trackstar Hubs    add $115 

King Hubs        add $200 
LW Tetris Hubs  add $180 

PREMIUM ULTRALITE FRONT AXLE KIT 

2 1/2” FRONT AXLE KITS 
Includes 2 1/2 chrome or black front axle, 2-kingpins,  

kingpin bearing kit, 2- aluminum spindles, steering 
arms, steel tie rod, 2– 1/2 x 5/8 steel heims, aluminum 

jam nuts, 2- heim spacers, complete set of Winters gold 
or black hubs, caliper bracket, caliper bracket bolts.    

$739   
Front Axle kit with Black Spindles, Steering Arms, 

and Caliper Bracket.   $789 

DMI LIGHTWEIGHT TETRIS HUBS 
You can take about 3 lbs. of unsprung wieight off your front 

end vs standard Tetris Hubs . $415 Set 

KING SEAL SAVER FRONT HUBS 
The seal sits in a removable plate. So when you want to 
grease the bearings, all you have to do, is take 3 bolts 
out to take the plate off so you can get to the bearing. 

$440 Set 

ALUMINUM SPINDLES 
 

 Steel Straight Snout 
Winters          $115 
Winters Black  $135 

DMI             $150 
DMI Black    $165 

 
Titanium Spindles 

Winters  with ti snout     $165 
Winters Black with ti snout $175 

DMI with ti snout        $205 
DMI black with ti snout    $220 

KINGPINS 
 

Winters steel   $18  
DMI steel        $23 

Winters Titanium   $64 
DMI Titanium        $84 

NEW Black Ti Kingpin     $65 
 

Black Kingpin Caps 
Winters  $4      DMI   $7 

 5 Titanium studs with a bullet nose to start lugnuts 
easy.  $44 for 5    

 
Save money buy both studs & lugnuts  

    $67 for 5    

TITANIUM HUB STUDS & LUGNUTS  

5 Titanium lugnuts with built-in washer. $28   for 5 

2 1/2” FRONT AXLES 
These axles are  4130 chrome moly and made to fit  

Eagle, Maxim, Mach 1, JEI, GF1, XXX & others.  
 

M & W Silver or Black Powdercoat. $199 
Winters Black or Chrome plated  $175 

DMI Maxim Style  $245 
J & J Style  $245 

53” Front Axle  $215 
Standard Tetris Hub Set   $385 Set 

WINTERS LIGHTWEIGHT TRACKSTAR 5  HUBS 

The newest Trackstar design saves 1 lb. over standard 
Trackstar hubs & 2 1/2 lbs. over standard hubs.  

They hold up unbelievably well.  
Black Only  $339 Set 

STEERING ARMS 
Left Front   

Winters Polished Aluminum  $40     Winters  Black $48  
DMI Aluminum  $55        DMI Black  $62 

Right Front 
Winters Polished Aluminum  $24         Winters Black $30    

DMI Aluminum $34       DMI Black $40 

LOW DRAG FRONT HUB KIT 
Our new low drag kit includes 4 low drag hub 

 bearings, 4 low drag hub races, 2 low drag hub 
seals, and 1 container of low drag grease to pack 

bearings.  $119 
 

LOW DRAG SEAL  $15 

FRONT HUB LOW DRAG SPACER 

This adjustable spacer goes in 
 between front hub bearings and 
increases wheel spin by 1200%.  

Your car will roll more freely, putting 
more horsepower to the track and 

decreasing corner drag. Spacers can 
be used with standard bearings or 

angular contact bearings.  
Adjustable Bearing Spacer  

 
$59 per Hub 

 LOW DRAG GREASE SYRINGE 

This is the easiest and best way 
to grease front hub bearings. 
With the syringe, one small 

squirt in between the rollers on 
each bearing, is all you need 

with our low drag grease. This 
will give you the least amount of 

rolling resistance. 
Low Drag syringe  $18 

2020 LEGAL TETHERS 
We have the new choke style radius rod  

tethers in stock that you must have in 2020. All 
our tethers just bolt on, no clamps, to mess with. 

 Radius Rod Tether  $95 
Kingpin Tether  $199 

LOW DRAG GREASE CARTRIDGE    $45 



 GEN 2 KSE STEERING 

KSE STEERING 
PUMP 

DIRT SHIELD  
PUMP MOUNT 

Trick power steering pump mount is designed to stop 
dirt from packing in at front of pump. Made to fit stan-
dard or raised cam blocks. Beautiful black anodized 

mount is made to last forever.    
$42 

Available in aluminum finish or black anodize  
with or without quick release.  

Gen 2 without quick release  
Gen 2 with quick release   

Black Gen 2 without quick release   
Black Gen 2 with quick release   

 

Newest design pump is lighter and makes more pressure. 
Available with or without KSE 3-bolt motorplate mount. 

 Pump with Mount 
Pump without Mount 

 
Call for price. 

PRICES TOO LOW TO ADVERTISE 

Must Call For Price 
Too Low To Advertise 

CLAMP-ON STEERING GEAR LOCATOR 

The clamp-on mount 
lets you put the  
steering at your 
 desired angle. 

 
$84 

SURE SEAL STEERING HOSE 
We finally found power steering hoses that don’t leak and 

won't blow out! We’ve tested these all year on the 69K 
with no problems. It starts with a hi-pressure teflon lined  

hose, but the secret is the lightweight steel swaged ends. 
The lightweight steel ends seal better, don’t crack and last 

longer. I’m fussy about weight and this is as light as our 
old steering hose with aluminum ends.  

 
14” Hose  $39 

19 1/2” Hose  $44 

 RATCHET SEAT BELTS 
These belts are the same as the standard one but 

with the NEW Ratchet Tightening System. With 
the ratchet you can make the belts as tight as you 
want to. The driver can do it all by himself without 
the aid of any crew members. Also most belts will 
stretch while you’re racing and feel loose under 
caution. With the ratchet belts you can tighten 
them up under yellow  and stay tight during the 
race. You will need a 1/4” ratchet as this is not 

included with belt set. A setscrew keeps it locked 
in place so it won’t vibrate out during the race. 
You must either weld a spud in frame to mount 

ratchet belt or we have a bolt-on clamp. 
 

Dog Bone Style for Head & Neck Systems  $200 
Ratchet Belt Set with 3” Belts  $190 

 

RATCHET BELT CLAMP   
$105 

 DOG BONE HARNESS  
SEAT BELT SETS 
The same belts made  

specifically for sprint cars 
and midgets, but with a dog 
bone harness. This harness 

tapers from 3” to 2” then 
back to 3” to accommodate 

head and neck devices.  
 CROW  $119 

SIMPSON  $135 

GEN 2 STEERING 
HOSE                          

We keep making changes to 
this hose trying to get more 
room for the fuel lines. You 

will need to take the #10 
fitting out of your Gen 2 

steering to install this hose. 
The o-ring end of the hose 
will screw directly into the 
steering box. As you can 

see on the picture, it gives 
you plenty of room for the 
fuel lines and to get at the 

top motor mount bolt.          
$75 

ALL AMERICAN RADIUS ROD KITS         
This radius rod kit features only Made In USA parts.   

Includes 3 front rods, 2 rear rods, 1 panhard rod,    
12 FK red or black heims, and 12 jam nuts.        
Polished All American Radius Rod Kit $210            
All Black American Radius Rod Kit   $235            

Polished Rods with Steel Left Front Rod Kit $225 
Black Radius Rods with Steel Left Front Rod Kit 

$255 

FK HEIMS 
FK Made in the USA high quality aluminum.  

1/2 x 5/8 heims now available in Red or Black.  
We have the lowest price on FK heims.  

Aluminum 1/2 x 5/8 Red or Black or  
Gold Steel 1/2 x 5/8 $12.25 ea.   

20 or more pcs. Any combination $11.90 ea. 

ALUMINUM RADIUS RODS 
Our aluminum rods are polished, not just brushed and are 

made in the USA.  
Polished Aluminum Radius Rods   17” to 24” $11.95 ea. 

10 or more    $11.25 ea. 

BLACK ANODIZED RADIUS RODS 
17” - 24”  Made in the USA 

$14.50 ea.         10 or more    $13.95 ea. 

STEEL LEFT FRONT RADIUS ROD 
These rods are mandatory for most  

410 tracks/organizations. They are a good idea 
 on any car though. With only 1-rod on the left 
front compared to 2-on the right front, the left  

front bends a lot easier.  
Made in the USA 

Ours are black powdercoat and are in stock in  
the following  lengths 21 1/2”, 22”, 22 1/2”, 23”, 

 23 1/2”, and 24”.     $29 

STEEL TIE RODS AND DRAG LINKS 
Available straight or s-bend style. Manufactured 

from strong lightweight chrome moly tubing.  
Black powdercoat finish. USA Made   
Stocking Lengths for Straight Rod 

45”, 45 1/2”, 46, 46 1/2”, 47, 47 1/2”, 48”, 48 1/2”, 
49”, 49 1/2”, 50”    $45 ea. 

 
Steel Tie Rods & Drag Link Stocking Lengths  

for S-Bend Rod   
48”, 49”, 50”    $55 ea. 


